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Traid Brixton styled by Francesco Colucci

PROGRAMME
14 (EVENING) - 16 SEPTEMBER
#RETAILWITHIMPACT

WEDNESDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2022
Sustainable Fashion Week Social sponsored by Thriftify
Join Thriftify and winners of Thrift-Off (UK & Ireland’s search for top

7PM – 9PM

sustainable stylists) for a night of slow-fashion-themed fun and
inspiration. See how the leading sustainable stylists are sourcing

MANAHATTA

amazing outfits from charity retailers. Featuring leading sustainable
fashion influencers strutting their stuff in charity shop gems, with
plenty of crowd participation and networking.

THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2022
10AM

Exhibition opens, Refreshments served

STUDIO ONE

10AM – 11AM

Registration

ENTRANCE HALL

11AM

Conference opens – welcome address
Emma Peake, Chair and Robin Osterley, Chief Executive, Charity
Retail Association

HALL D

Plenary One - Woke is not a four letter word
Steph Edusei, Chief Executive, St Oswald’s Hospice
11.15AM – 11.45AM

Does equality, diversity and inclusion really matter or is it now just
addressing the concerns of people who are overly sensitive? Do certain
factors really affect life chances and outcomes? How can someone who
has very little be privileged? This is an opportunity to examine all
these questions and more and to hear real life examples of what it is
like to be a ‘minority’ as well get some examples of how you can make
a difference to people’s lives.

HALL D

11.55AM – 12.50PM

Focus Session A

VARIOUS ROOMS

12.50PM – 2.05PM

Lunch in exhibition area

STUDIO ONE

2.05PM – 3PM

Focus Session B

VARIOUS ROOMS

3PM – 4.15PM

Refreshments in exhibition area

STUDIO ONE

4.15PM – 5.10PM

Focus Session C

VARIOUS ROOMS

5.15PM

End of day programme

6.30PM – 9PM

'Kudos to You' Drinks reception and buffet dinner sponsored by
Kudos Software

STUDIO ONE

FRIDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2022
8.30AM

Exhibition opens

STUDIO ONE

8.30AM

Registration for Friday only delegates

ENTRANCE HALL

9.20AM – 10.20AM

Panel discussion: Charity retail and fast fashion

HALL D

10.20AM – 11.20AM

Refreshment break & exhibition

STUDIO ONE

11.20AM - 12.15PM

Focus Session D

VARIOUS ROOMS

12.20PM – 1PM

Drinks reception

ENTRANCE HALL

1PM – 3PM

Awards lunch and ceremony, sponsored by 1st Waste Management,
and Plenary Two

HALL D

3PM

Conference closes

HEADLINE SPONSORS

FOCUS SESSION A
THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
11.55AM – 12.50PM
KEY: SENIOR MANAGERS/DECISION MAKERS

A1
IMPACT ON: THE PUBLIC

SHOP/FRONTLINE STAFF

MASTERCLASS

PUTTING THE CUSTOMER AT THE HEART OF YOUR
RETAIL OFFER
Daniel Holloway, Director of Retail and Polly
Balsom, Assistant Director of Communications &
Engagement, Royal Trinity Hospice
When you truly know your customers and donors,
you are able to maximise commercial opportunities
in your organisation. Hear about team engagement
enabling you to create authentic and engaging
content and an experience that will continue to
surprise and delight your most loyal supporters.
Find out how data and market analysis allows you
to refine your product offer and engage with the
communities most aligned to your core vision.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Knowing your customer
Commercial approach to driving performance
Engage communities to maximise loyalty and
advocacy
Engage teams to generate content and
experience

A4
IMPACT ON: SUSTAINABILITY

MASTERCLASS

SUSTAINABILITY – THE RETAIL RESPONSIBILITY
Carole Simpson, Retail Executive, Digital
Consulting
Outlining the current state of sustainability and
retail responsibility, and increasing expectations.
We will review the current sustainability challenges
facing the high street and those pertinent to
charity retail. Includes a case study for Arcadia which resulted in highly impactful and measurable
staff engagement across multiple brands, having a
major impact in reduction of consumables. A
practical, fun session on quick wins and
communication.

LARGE/NATIONAL CHAINS

A2
IMPACT ON: ECOMMERCE

WORKSHOP

STARTING UP ON EBAY FOR CHARITY
eBay Growth Advisor Team
During this focus session, members of the eBay for
Charity team will introduce you to eBay for Charity
and the benefits of trading on the global
ecommerce marketplace for charity retailers. You
will also hear tips and tricks for optimising your
eBay operations, including best practice and ways
to boost visibility onsite.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Get to know eBay for Charity and the fundraising
potential of trading through eBay
Understand how to set up your charity on eBay
Learn best practise for optimising your listings
Learn how to boost your visibility on eBay
Understand the principles of retail standards on
eBay

A5
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

MASTERCLASS

THE IMPACT OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR CHANGES
ON THE HIGH STREET
Anthony Barlow, Regional Manager South, Sue
Ryder and Paul Langston, Associate Partner,
Location Analytics and Greg Smith, Location
Planning Consultant, CACI
How have consumer attitudes and behaviours
changed in the last year as we learn to live with
Covid, a consumer living crisis and staffing
challenges? How do these impact the charity retail
sector? How are Sue Ryder adapting to meet these
challenges? What steps should charity retailers
take to address these challenges?

SMALL CHAINS

A3
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

SUITABLE FOR ALL

MASTERCLASS

HOW CHARITIES CAN BE MORE INCLUSIVE FOR
LGBTQIA+ PEOPLE TO WORK AND VOLUNTEER
Lucy Straker, Campaigner, Charity So Straight
Looking at how heteronormativity, every day
homophobia, transphobia and queerphobia are
barriers to LGBTQIA+ people being able to bring
their authentic self to the workplace, and what can
be done to begin to breakdown those barriers.
SESSION OUTCOMES
To start a discussion around how your
organisation can create a more inclusive
workspace for to LGBTQIA+ people to work and
volunteer
Understanding the barriers for LGBTQIA+ people
Embracing a change in culture and terminology

A6
IMPACT ON: STRATEGY

WORKSHOP

CHARITY RETAIL'S PLACE IN EMERGENCY
SITUATIONS
Marcus Bowen, Capability Development Lead, VCS
Emergencies Partnership
Drawing lessons and recommendations from the
recent public response to Ukraine and Afghanistan,
we will explore the role of charity retail in planning
for and responding to major emergencies in their
communities. Taking past experience to identify
what we can learn and consider the helpful role
charity retail plays in building resilience.

SESSION OUTCOMES
Importance of a retail sustainable strategy
Retail KPI’s
How to engage with all staff and volunteers
Hints and tips to raise staff awareness and have
some fun in the process
Immediate take-aways

SESSION OUTCOMES
Key changes in consumer attitudes and
behaviours
Key steps charity retailers should take to
address the changes
Practical examples from one of the UK’s leading
charities

SESSION OUTCOMES
Understand the emergency planning and
response ecosystem
Trigger thinking about your unique role in
emergency and planning response in your
communities
Ideas and suggestions for how our partners can
harness the power of retail prior to, during or
following major emergencies

A7
IMPACT ON: PROFIT

A8
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

A9
IMPACT ON: PROFIT

MASTERCLASS

HMRC AUDITS – WHAT TO EXPECT
HMRC
The session is intended to provide an overview of
HMRC Retail Gift Aid Audits including, how audits
are undertaken, why HMRC audits charities and
what happens after the audit.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Awareness of what will happen
Understanding of the charity’s role
Overview of potential outcomes

HEADLINE SPONSORS

MASTERCLASS

WORKSHOP

GETTING THE BEST FROM YOUR EMPLOYEES AND
VOLUNTEERS – A LEGAL OVERVIEW
Gemma Burns, Employment Law Advisor, Worknest

THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
Vicki Burnett, Senior Consultant, The Charity
Retail Consultancy

Providing a legal overview to help employers
understand the definitions of each employment
status, including volunteers, and the potential risks
involved of getting these wrong. It will also cover
how best to effectively manage issues, such as staff
absences, with helpful and practical tips.

Getting your pricing right is a key part of any shop
operation – too high and you could alienate your
customers, too low and you could be losing vital
income. This session shares ideas and experiences on
how to make sure you get the price right - every time.

SESSION OUTCOMES
Understand common issues and risks
What the definitions of each employment status
are and what rights they have
What documentation you should have in place
How to effectively manage staff absences.

SESSION OUTCOMES
Learn how consumer behaviour is influenced by price
Understand the impact of good pricing models
Learn how to empower teams and make use of
local knowledge
Know where to find great pricing resources

FOCUS SESSION B
THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
2.05PM – 3PM
KEY: SENIOR MANAGERS/DECISION MAKERS

B1
IMPACT ON: THE PUBLIC

SHOP/FRONTLINE STAFF

WORKSHOP

LARGE/NATIONAL CHAINS

B2
IMPACT ON: ECOMMERCE

WORKSHOP

THE POWER OF INFLUENCER AND VIP MARKETING
Charlie Enright, Head of Retail Marketing, Barnardo’s

SCALING UP ON EBAY FOR CHARITY
eBay Growth Advisor Team

As charities our marketing budgets are often so
small that we need every penny to work as hard as
possible, so having the budget to pay for support
isn’t a realistic avenue. But that doesn’t mean you
can't enlist support to strengthen your brand
salience. Our session will review a number of tried
and tested measures to help your brand maximise
impact with very little investment through the use
of value-added influencer and VIP partnerships.

During this presentation, members of the eBay for
Charity team will guide you through their tips for
accelerating your eBay business and levelling up
your sales with best practice and tips.

SESSION OUTCOMES
Understand the importance and value of
influencer and VIP support for your brand
Take away tried and tested methods for adding
value to your brand and campaign activity using
influencer/VIP support
Step-by-step guide for planning influencer/VIP
led activity

B4
IMPACT ON: SUSTAINABILITY

MASTERCLASS

ELECTRIFYING YOUR FLEET – IS NOW THE TIME TO
DO IT?
Paul Tate, New Business Manager, The Children’s
Society
Is now the right time to consider a move to hybrid,
plug-in hybrid or full electric vehicles? Can you
control, or even reduce your charity’s expenditure,
put your staff in great cars with a low Benefit in
Kind tax and significantly reduce CO2 emissions?
Whether you are a fleet driver or a fleet manager,
we'll set out the practical, financial and
environmental considerations associated with
making the move.

SESSION OUTCOMES
How to give your retail standards a boost
Driving sales with data and performance tools
Understand eBay’s promotional tools to engage
customers
Understand international shipping options
through the Global Shipping Programme

B5
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

MASTERCLASS

DOES SIZE REALLY MATTER?
Fred Wing, Superstore Business Manager, Cancer
Research UK, Caroline Peach, Head of Retail &
Emma-Jayne Parker, Superstore & Ecommerce
Manager, St Barnabas Lincolnshire Hospice
Two sessions in one – Cancer Research UK explore the
journey to open large format propositions, sharing
experiences, risks, challenges and benefits. St
Barnabas Lincolnshire Hospice showcase their
superstore journey from consultation and the
restructure that drove the decision to repurpose their
sorting centre into a superstore, to opening a vibrant
retail space, with all the challenges along the way.

SESSION OUTCOMES
The differences between EV powertrains
Understand cost to charity/employee in
comparison to cars with internal combustion
engines
Practical considerations at driver level
How much can a charity reduce CO2 emissions

SESSION OUTCOMES
Commercial benefits of large format trading
Strategy, planning, site acquisition
Differences vs high street charity retailing
Investment realities
Retail consultation and restructure outcomes
Planning and Schedule of Works
Layout and stock mix
Results and key learning points

B7
IMPACT ON: PROFIT

B8
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

MASTERCLASS

CASH IN ON GEN Z: TAP INTO NEW FUNDING STREAMS
& INCREASE REVENUE DURING THE DOWNTURN
Jack Ostrowski, Founder, Yellow Octopus Group
LOOP Digital Wardrobe, a new sustainability and
marketing ecosystem, offers charities their own
virtual charity shop and helps to engage younger
potential donors. LOOP creates a new market
category for charities, putting them in front of the
public, acquiring volunteers and supporters among
Gen Z's digital ambassadors and influencers, and a
highly engaging community of fashionistas. LOOP
aims to radically increase the size of the circular
economy in the fashion industry and give consumers
the chance to support charity at the same time.
SESSION OUTCOMES
New funding stream - acquire donors among the
digital community of shoppers
Donating becomes a social media engaging
activity with rewards
Target customers nationwide with AI

HEADLINE SPONSORS

WORKSHOP

TEAM MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Kate Wootton, Director, The Ripple Concept Ltd
We all come across situations where someone is
feeling fragile, or they say something which feels
like a mental health issue, How do you respond?
This session is all about sharing and learning how
to respond to these situations in the best way we
can.
SESSION OUTCOMES
A proven mental health action plan
A case study exploring how to use the action
plan
Discussion on self-care and our support when
working with staff who share their mental health
concerns

SMALL CHAINS

B3
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

SUITABLE FOR ALL

WORKSHOP

REDUCING THE IMPACT OF SAFEGUARDING ON
CHARITY RETAIL STAFF
Scott Berney, Head of Safeguarding, British Heart
Foundation
As safeguarding has grown in the sector over the
last four years, and the impact of Covid, this
session will look at what needs to be in place to
support those who are working with people who
are experiencing harm or abuse.
SESSION OUTCOMES
The impact of safeguarding on charity retailers
How to support and keep everyone safe
Signposting to help – not being the help
Helping people develop good workplace
boundaries

B6
IMPACT ON: STRATEGY

MASTERCLASS

EVOLUTION OR REVOLUTION? HOW WE HAVE TO
ADAPT TO A CHANGING RETAIL LANDSCAPE
Lorna Fallon, Retail Director, Oxfam GB
The session will share how Oxfam has developed its
transformational strategy from discovery phase
through to implementation. The session will share
key successes, learnings, and challenges of
delivering transformational strategic change within
a large complex organisation.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Strategy development
Change impact
Monitoring progress
Success factors

B9
IMPACT ON: STRATEGY

MASTERCLASS

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR SMALLER CHAINS
Robin Osterley, Chief Executive, Charity Retail
Association
Robin has written seven strategic plans in his
career, including the last two for the CRA. Here he
shares his methodology, how to obtain input from
key stakeholders, how to write a plan which is
clear, concise and meaningful, and what to do with
it after it’s written. A practical and logical walk
through the process.
SESSION OUTCOMES
How to logically plan for a strategic plan
How to ensure the plan is meaningful and useful
How to obtain buy-in from key stakeholders
What to do after the plan is adopted

FOCUS SESSION C
THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
4.15PM – 5.10PM
KEY: SENIOR MANAGERS/DECISION MAKERS

C1
IMPACT ON: THE PUBLIC

SHOP/FRONTLINE STAFF

WORKSHOP

TRUST CERTIFICATION: WORKING WITH
RESPONSIBLE RECYCLING MERCHANTS
Speakers TBC
Come along to this workshop to hear direct from
TRUST certified merchants about the benefits of
only selling your unsold stock to reputable
recyclers / collectors. Working with TRUST certified
recycling merchants is one of the best ways to help
ensure that your unsold stock is handled in a legal,
responsible and ethical manner.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Understanding what the TRUST standard covers
Recognise the benefits of working with TRUST
certified merchants
What to look out for when considering a new
merchant to sell unsold stock on to
An appreciation of the financial, legal and
reputational risks which TRUST certification can
help mitigate

C4
IMPACT ON: SUSTAINABILITY

MASTERCLASS

SALES AND DATA TECHNOLOGY
Glen Hall, Head of Retail & Trading, Mencap and
Nick Cowls, Director, Eproductive
The session will explain how Mencap went green.
The main focus of the session will be on new
technology developed by Eproductive that uses
sales and donation data to measure sustainability
and inform consumers’ behaviour. The session will
also explain digital green rewards, and reveal how
technology can best be used to influence your
charity’s supporters.

C2
IMPACT ON: ECOMMERCE

LARGE/NATIONAL CHAINS

WORKSHOP

ENGAGING GEN Z
Thriftify and special guests!
Understand how Gen Z is changing fashion. With
platforms such as TikTok, the growth of swap-shops
and the rapidly changing opinion of young people
about fashion; we ask, what does this mean for
charity retail? How can charity shops capture the
new world of used, sustainable fashion by engaging
Gen Z? A highly interactive session with a leading
Gen Z sustainable fashion influencer, hosted by the
online charity shop, Thriftify.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Learn who Gen Z are and how they're changing
the fashion industry
Best practice advice on how charity retail can
benefit from the trends that Gen Z are creating
Tools, tips, tricks and hacks to engage Gen Z in
supporting your shops (not just as shoppers, but
as volunteers, advocates and more)
Gain access to a bespoke, online resource with
step-by-step guides on the best ways of
engaging Gen Z using digital tools.
C5
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

WORKSHOP

FURNITURE DONATIONS: WHY, HOW, WHAT AND
WHEN?
Alex Rennie, CEO and Alex Muir, CTO, Boxmove and
Anthony Barlow, Regional Manager South, Sue
Ryder
Having exclusively worked in charity furniture
logistics for the last six years, Alex & Alex will
explain how they manage a furniture logistics
operation in an efficient manner, increasing profit,
volume and Gift Aid for clients while lowering
overall costs. With special guests!

SESSION OUTCOMES
Measuring sustainability using charity sales and
donation data
How to influence donors’ and customers’
behaviour through technology
How to engage with staff and volunteers to
increase both sales and environmental
awareness

SESSION OUTCOMES
Improve your current furniture logistics
Increase your Gift Aid on donated furniture
goods
Be aware of the systems that can help with this
Understand the risk in transporting large/heavy
goods
Use data to improve customer experience

C7
IMPACT ON: PROFIT

C8
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

WORKSHOP

THE CHARITY SHOP GIFT CARD – AN INCOME
GENERATION TOOL
Stephen Newnham, Retail Operations Manager,
Crisis and Lee Fellows, Co-Founder and Sarah Cox,
Co-Founder, The Charity Shop Gift Card
The Charity Shop Gift Card is a compelling
consumer gift card that put charities alongside
major retailers, with distribution in major retailers.
But it offers so much more. Get ideas and real-life
examples of how it can be used to increase revenue
from existing supporters and customers, and work
with private companies, councils and support
agencies.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Gain a deeper understanding of the scheme
Get ideas for promoting the gift card in store,
online and directly to supporters
An appreciation of the income opportunity the
scheme brings when working with councils,
support agencies and charities that provide
financial support.

HEADLINE SPONSORS

MASTERCLASS

RE:Mkt
Maria Chenoweth, Chief Executive, TRAID and
Wayne Hemingway, Partner, HemingwayDesign
It’s a year since Wayne and Maria held their last
CRA focus talk, in this session we will explore both,
what happened a year on (has the perception of
charity retail remained the same or improved?),
and how did they do with their new store concept
Re.Mkt, which aside from being a social and
environmentally good thing for independent retail,
holds the ambition to bring charity retail brands
together to unite and operate as one great shop.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Changes to the perception of charity retail
Learn what more we should be doing to further
improve the perception of our great charity
shops
Key elements and any benefits of collaborative
working within the sector

SMALL CHAINS

C3
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

SUITABLE FOR ALL

WORKSHOP

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT THROUGH COACHING
Dan O’Driscoll, Executive Coach & Consultant,
Engagement Consultancy
A practical workshop focusing on how coaching can
support and develop your staff and volunteers,
covering the basics and how to structure a
coaching relationship, as well as looking at what a
culture of coaching looks like. We will run some live
coaching sessions, so come prepared with a topic.
The coach plays the role of a facilitator of change,
but it is the client's responsibility to enact and
bring about that change. How can you be that
change for your charity?
SESSION OUTCOMES
Learn what coaching is
How to structure a coaching relationship
How to develop a culture of coaching across
your charity and in your shops
Hints and tips to take away
Practice delivering a coaching session

C6
IMPACT ON: STRATEGY

MASTERCLASS

HOW TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR RETAIL BUSINESS
Lesley Cross, Head of Retail & Trading, Cats
Protection and Barry Moles, Chief Executive,
Skyline Business Services
A discussion on how three pillars of charity retail:
shops – people – ecommerce will be closer
integrated in the future. This will cover technology,
the growing green agenda especially sustainability
plus all the traditional charity retail aspects and
the overarching strategies that the most successful
charities will adopt in the future – to future proof
their retail business.
SESSION OUTCOMES
How people, shops and ecommerce are key to a
future proofed charity retail business
Some strategies to help to future proof your
charity retail business
Harnessing technology to drive future profits.

C9
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

DISCUSSION GROUP

CANDIDATE ATTRACTION AND RETENTION
Vish Juggapah, Talent Acquisition Assistant
Manager and Rashpal Virdee, Head of HR
Generalists, BDO
In a very competitive labour market, recruiting the
right staff for the right role is perhaps harder than
ever in 2022. We will be discussing candidate
attraction, the importance of culture, people
propositions and agile working.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Learn about:
The importance of a story in place
recruitment
People proposition
Branding advocacy
Interview process/candidate experience
Diversity and inclusion

before

FOCUS SESSION D
FRIDAY 16 SEPTEMBER
11.20AM – 12.15PM
KEY: SENIOR MANAGERS/DECISION MAKERS

D1
IMPACT ON: THE PUBLIC

SHOP/FRONTLINE STAFF

WORKSHOP

SOCIAL PRESCRIBING AND THE ROLE OF CHARITY
SHOPS
Ingrid Abreu Scherer, Head of Accelerating
Innovation in Social Prescribing, National Academy
for Social Prescribing
How charity shops can support health and
wellbeing - and connect to social prescribing through supported volunteering and community
signposting.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Shared understanding of what social prescribing
is, and how it works in communities
Gain knowledge on how best to support
volunteers ‘on prescription’ to improve their
wellbeing
How to build community signposting into the
role of charity shops
Learn from each other how charity shops can act
as community hubs

D4
IMPACT ON: SUSTAINABILITY

WORKSHOP

ALTERNATIVE FORMATS: TEXTILES,
HABERDASHERY, ARTS AND CRAFTS
Mark Johnson, Senior Business Support Manager,
Emmaus UK
This session will look at alternative uses for all the
textiles and clothing you don’t retail. How to create
a thriving haberdashery or arts and crafts business,
involve your community and volunteers, sell
workshop places … all using your unwanted
clothing and disposing of it ecologically and
ethically.
SESSION OUTCOMES
How to target a new type of customer
How to reuse ‘unsold’ items
Creating new volunteering opportunities
Building collaborative relationships with local
educators

D7
IMPACT ON: PROFIT

WORKSHOP

CHARITY RETAILS RESPONSE TO THE COST OF
LIVING CRISIS
Helen Voyce, Director of Retail, Trading and Social
Enterprise, St Vincent de Paul Society (England &
Wales)
We’re all aware that the cost of living is going up
for everybody. How do we continue to run
profitable charity retail units whilst the needs of
our customers, communities and staff as the level
of disposable income diminishes. How is this crisis
changing the demographic of our customer base?
How do we respond to this?
SESSION OUTCOMES
Engaging with the wider community to increase
reach
To understand your current and evolving
customer demographic as the cost of living rises
Create a retail experience that meets the needs
and desires of each demographic of customer

HEADLINE SPONSORS

D2
IMPACT ON: ECOMMERCE

LARGE/NATIONAL CHAINS

MASTERCLASS

THE RECOMMERCE RACE IS ON – HOW CAN CHARITIES
BE THE WINNERS OF A GROWING RETAIL TREND?
Thom Bryan, Head of Product – SaaS, Shopiago
The last two years presented challenges for charity
retail. But the resulting adoption of 'online' is a
prime example of sector innovation. Charities are
better placed than ever to compete with mainstream
retail, helping the planet at the same time as making
a healthy profit. Our panel of industry experts will
talk about the opportunities, sharing a wealth of
experience. We'll discuss the challenges they've
faced and what they're doing to combat them,
offering practical tips for charities of all sizes.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Why charities are uniquely placed
What not to do with ecommerce
Hints & tips for selling online - for charities of
all sizes
How ecommerce supports offline channels
How the future looks
D5
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

WORKSHOP

SMALL CHAINS

D3
IMPACT ON: YOUR PEOPLE

SUITABLE FOR ALL

DISCUSSION GROUP

A STRONG VOLUNTEER PATHWAY
Sarah Boardman, Retail Volunteering Operations
Manager and Joanne Wright, Volunteering
Engagement Manager, British Heart Foundation
Explore the many factors to consider when
developing your volunteering offer to ensure a
positive journey. We will talk about ensuring that
volunteering is ‘right for you, right for them’. We
will discuss diversity and inclusion and some of the
key considerations and opportunities that come
from having a deep understanding of your
volunteer population and their motivations.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Support Planning – how to ensure additional
needs are considered
Consider – is it always right to accept a new
volunteer recruit?
Understanding motivations to volunteer
Using data to drive actions

D6
IMPACT ON: STRATEGY

WORKSHOP

POP-UPS WITH IMPACT
Jayne Cartwright, Founder and Director, The
Charity Retail Consultancy

FUTUREPROOFING FASHION: HOW CAN WE BUILD
A CIRCULAR TEXTILE ECONOMY?
Heather Portbury, Business Account Manager, WRAP

How to plan and deliver a brilliant pop-up shop,
from start to finish.

Textiles 2030 is WRAP’s award-winning groundbreaking initiative, harnessing the knowledge and
expertise of UK leaders in sustainability to
transform the way that the UK supplies, uses and
disposes of clothing and textiles. We examine what
needs to change for our sector to deliver a truly
sustainable and circular economy for the industry.

SESSION OUTCOMES
Understand the opportunities and risks in
running pop ups
Become a pop-up planning ninja! Learn how to
create a set of bespoke pop-up planning tools to
open your pop-up
Understand what’s needed to close down your
popup
Learn how to run a festival pop-up

D8
IMPACT ON: HIGH STREETS

WORKSHOP

12 YEAR JOURNEY – INSPIRING A STRATEGY FOR
GROWTH
Grace Walker, Commercial Director and Founder
and Lee Reynolds, Head of Retail, White Rose
Aimed at smaller chains or those starting out. A
hindsight session, highlighting the growing pains,
the lessons learnt, our tips and ideas for opening
or expanding a smaller charity retail chain. How we
grew steadily from a fledgling tiny store, through to
accelerated growth during challenging times more
than doubling our retail footprint and turnover in a
24 month period.
SESSION OUTCOMES
Strategy – profit, profile,
Location – size, space, property
Customer – who they are and where they are
Team – paid team, volunteers, stakeholders
Stock – supply, demand

SESSION OUTCOMES
Understand Textiles 2030’s vision and how it can
support charity retail
A shared view of the tools charity retail needs to
build a circular textiles economy
A set of co-produced, achievable ideas to build a
circular textiles economy

